OUTSIDE GENERAL COUNSEL
Emerging and mid-size businesses often have complex and varied legal needs that can distract
management from running and growing the business. But such companies do not always need a fulltime “in-house” lawyer.
Davis Wright Tremaine’s Outside General Counsel (“OGC”) program helps bridge this gap by
providing a one-stop and economical source for legal advice and counsel. We assure that a
coordinated approach is taken to the handling of all your company’s legal needs.
As your dedicated OGC, DWT Partner Michael Sloan handles your day-to-day and strategic legal
issues, drawing upon the resources of the firm – with 500 attorneys across nine offices – to provide
specialized assistance when necessary.
Mike has sixteen years of practical experience helping companies in various industries anticipate and
minimize legal risk and capitalize on opportunities when they arise. He and his colleagues at DWT will
invest the time to learn your business and will make sure that specialized legal issues are addressed
by experts in an efficient and cost effective manner.
The DWT team can help clients meet almost any legal
challenge, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business formation, structure, and corporate
governance
Financing, M&A, and Tax
Contract drafting and negotiation
Intellectual property protection
Employment and non-compete agreements
Incentive and executive compensation programs
Regulatory compliance
Dispute resolution
Privacy (including HIPAA)

While DWT has significant resources in our Washington D.C.
and New York City offices, more than 60% of our firm’s
attorneys and paralegals reside in the Pacific Northwest. As a
result, we can offer a value proposition that few of our
competitors in Washington D.C., New York, or California, can
match.
We welcome the opportunity to meet with you in person and to
provide a customized proposal that meets your needs.
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